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AbstrAct: News agencies report news from different view-
points and with different writing styles and these differences 
often ap pear in their article descriptions. We propose a method 
to extract characteristic descriptions on certain entities (per sons, 
locations, organizations, etc.) in news agency articles. For a 
given entity, a description is one tuple (called an SVO tuple) 
consisting of that entity and other words or phrases appear-
ing in the same sentence on the basis of their SVO (Subject 
(S), Verb (V) and Object (O)) roles. We extract characteristic 
descriptions of entities by computing the fre quency and inverse 
agency frequency of each description. By arranging character-
istic descriptions chronologically, we were able to ascertain the 
left-or right-leanings of news agencies and how those leanings 
varied with the passage of time. 
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1. Introduction 

An increasing number of people are reading news arti cles on 
the Web these days. News articles are widely avail able on the 
Web from diverse sources of information, and the main ones 
being news agencies. However, the bias of news agencies 
is sometimes reflected in the way news sto ries are reported, 
raising the possibility that readers may be mislead by what 
they read. 

There are many services and a large amount of published re-
search that deal with the news bias issue. As an exam ple of the 
former, FairSpin[2] is a service that shows read ers whether an 
article is biased or not. Readers using this services can vote on 
whether they perceive an article to be slanted left or right and see 
the aggregate results of the poll. Services like this are useful as a 
means of providing an un derstanding of bias appearing in news 
articles, but they do not to any significant degree consider the 
salient characteris tics of news agencies, such as that agencies 
usually describe certain persons in a rather negative way. For 
instance, in the issues related with America and Iraq, such as 
Iraq war, P news agency’s descriptions are often affirmative to 
Amer ica, while those of Q news agency are frequently affirma tive 
to Iraq We attempted to overcome this deficiency by ascertaining 
the characteristics of news agencies to enable readers to obtain 
a more comprehensive understanding of news articles. 

One of the features or characteristics of news agencies may be 
seen in the way they use words in their articles, i.e, their writing 
style. In particular, they tend to show this in their descriptions 
of certain entities (persons, locations, organizations, etc). We 
define such descriptions as “char acteristic descriptions” and 
propose a method of extracting them. 

To extract characteristic descriptions, we analyze words or 
phrases that appear in the same sentence on the basis of 
whether they are a subject (S), verb (V), or object (O). When a 
given entity appears in a sentence as S or O, the words playing 
the other roles (i.e., O and V if the entity is S, or S and V if it is 
O) are defined as “descriptions” of the given entity. We define 
such descriptions as “SVO tuples”. 

We extract characteristic descriptions from two aspects: local 
features and global features. 

Local Feature • 
When a certain description often appears in a news agency 
report, it tends to represent the way that the agency typically 
reports news. We define this tendency as a news agency’s 
“local feature”. 

Global Feature • 
When a certain description rarely appears in other news 
agency reports, this also tends to represent the way that a 
certain agency typically reports news. We define this tendency 
as a news agency’s “global fea ture”. 

We also present characteristic descriptions of each news 
agency chronologically. Using our presentation method, users 
can understand that there are two major differences in the way 
that news agencies report stories, i.e.,“inter dif ferences” and 
“intra differences”. 

Inter differences • 
Differences in opinion between competing news agen cies. 
These can be ascertained by comparing charac teristic 
descriptions among news agencies. 

Intra differences • 
Variations in opinion that vary over time between com peting 
news agencies. These can be ascertained by comparing 
characteristic descriptions chronologically. 

To estimate the effectiveness of our method, we carried out 
experiments using articles published by three major Japanese 
newspaper agencies, i.e. the Asahi Shinbun, the Yomiuri Shin-
bun, and the Mainichi Shinbun (Readers’ note: “Shinbun” is the 
Japanese word for “newspaper” or “news paper company”). 
From these articles we extracted char acteristic descriptions of 
certain persons and organizations and evaluated them. The 
experimental results we obtained showed that our method can 
be used to elucidate the fea  tures of each agency. 
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2. Extraction of Characteristic Descriptions 

Our concern is with the features or characteristics of dif ferent 
news agencies, such as differing viewpoints or writ ing styles. 
In our current work, we particularly focus on en tity descriptions 
since they often bring out the most typical features or 
characteristics of a news agency. We extract de scriptions that 
frequently appear in one news agency based on our analysis of 
the roles that words play, i.e., whether they are subjects, verbs, 
or objects. We also extract char acteristic descriptions of news 
agencies by comparing them with others. 

2.1 SVO Tuples 
The simplest sentence structure comprises that of sub ject(S), 
verb(V), and object(O). We call such a structure an “SVO 
structure”. Entity descriptions are constructed on the basis of 
this structure, in which the entity’s name is either a subject or 
an object. We define such descriptions as “SVO tuples”. These 
SVO tuples can be classified into six pat terns. 

1. Entity is subject 

S-V pattern (entity-verb) • 
S-O pattern (entity-object) • 
S-V-O pattern (entity-verb-object) • 

2. Entity is object 

O-S pattern (entity-subject) • 
O-V pattern (entity-verb) • 
O-S-V pattern (entity-subject-verb) • 

Every SVO tuple falls under one of these six patterns. Each of 
them represents a sentence pattern. 

The S-O and O-S patterns represent entities or events that • 
are often written with a given entity. 

The S-V and O-V patterns represent activities or con ditions • 
of a given entity. 

The S-V-O and O-S-V patterns represent entities and activi-• 
ties of a given entity. 

Hereafter, an SVO tuple is written as di(e, x), where e stands for 
a given entity name and x denotes pattern x. 

2.2 Extracting Characteristic Descriptions 
To extract characteristic descriptions, we analyze the structure 
of each sentence in an article and acquired SVO tu ples in 
which the name of an entity appears. Because entity names 
appear as proper nouns in these sentences, they ap pear in the 
SVO structure as a subject or an object. We then obtained the 
SVO tuples from each SVO structure, classi fying SVO tuples 
into six patterns (as described in Section 2.1). As the meaning 
of a description varies from pattern to pattern, we extract the 
characteristic SVO tuple for each pattern. 

We extract characteristic descriptions for a given topic, defining 
“topic” as a period during which an event related to a given entity 
occurred. By extracting the characteristics in a topic, we are able 
to elucidate how they change through various topics. We cluster 
articles by using entity names and published times. Articles related 
to a given entity in a predefined period are grouped together. 

News agencies’ descriptions mainly feature two types of fea-
tures or characteristics: “local features” and “global features”. 
The former comprise descriptions that news agencies frequently 
use. The latter comprise descriptions that news agencies rarely 
use. We extract news agen cies’descriptive features by using 
these two features in a tf-idf-like manner. 

2.2.1 Local Feature of SVO Tuples 
Descriptions that often appear in news agency reports rep resent 
the way that that agency typically reports news. This is the local 
feature of descriptions fl. The local feature fl of SVO tuple di(e, 
x) in topic t written by news agency Nj is computed as 

and published times. Articles related to a given entity in a
predefined period are grouped together.

News agencies’ descriptions mainly feature two types of
features or characteristics:“ local features”and“ global
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agencies frequently use. The latter comprise descriptions
that news agencies rarely use. We extract news agen-
cies’descriptive features by using these two features in a
tf-idf-like manner.

2.2.1 Local Feature of SVO Tuples

Descriptions that often appear in news agency reports rep-
resent the way that that agency typically reports news. This
is the local feature of descriptions fl. The local feature fl
of SVO tuple di(e, x) in topic t written by news agency Nj

is computed as

fl(Nj , t, di(e, x)) =
freqx(Nj , t, di(e, x))

nx�
i=0

freqx(Nj , t, di(e, x))

(1)

where nx stands for the total number of SVO tuples in
x. The freqx(Nj , t, di(e, x)) is how frequently SVO tuple
di(e, x) occurs in pattern x.

It is very likely that a description that has a high fl value
is characteristic.

2.2.2 Global Feature of SVO Tuples

News agencies’ characteristic descriptions do not often ap-
pear in news articles reported by other agencies. This repre-
sents the“global feature”of news agency descriptions. We
estimate how certain news agencies are distinct by compar-
ing their articles with those of other agencies. To do so, we
extract SVO tuples of all news agencies by using the method
mentioned in Section 2.2. We compute the uniqueness of a
news agency’s description by using the global feature fg to
compare their descriptions with that of others. This feature
is the value through which the ratio fl of the news agency
is divided by the sum of the ratio fl of the others. The fg
of SVO tuple di(e, x) in a topic t written about by news
agency Nj is computed as

fg(Nj , t, di(e, x)) =
fl(Nj , t, di(e, x))

m�
j=0

fl(Nj , t, di(e, x))
(2)

where m stands for the total number of news agencies.

2.2.3 Feature Score of SVO Tuples

The feature score f of SVO tuple di(e, x) in topic t written
by news agency Nj is computed as follows.

Figure 1. Characteristic description pre-
sented by Shinzo Abe to Japan’s House of
Councillors

f(Nj , t, di(e, x)) = fl(Nj , t, di(e, x))×fg(Nj , t, di(e, x))
(3)

This formula is similar to tf-idf. We rank the SVO tuple
by using the feature score f per pattern. We define a high-
ranking SVO tuple in a certain pattern as a characteristic
description of entity e described by the news agency.

The characteristic description of a topic can be repre-
sented by a graph such as that shown in Figure. 1. The cen-
ter node represents a given entity name and the surrounding
nodes represent five descriptions that have higher ranks in
a certain pattern. We used a graph to present a character-
istic description to show all patterns’ characteristics. The
example depicted in Figure. 1 shows the characteristic de-
scriptions of Shinzo Abe1at Japan’s House of Councillors
as described by Asahi News Agency.

2.3 Presentation Method

We propose a method of presenting a news agency’s
characteristic descriptions chronologically and clarifying
description differences between various news agencies and
how one description changes over time. We arrange the
characteristic description represented as Figure. 1 in the
space where the vertical axis represents news agencies and
the cross axis represents times. This method enables us
to distinguish two differences in characteristic descriptions,
i.e., inter-difference and intra-difference.

2Shinzo Abe is one of Japan’s former Prime Ministers
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represents times. This method enables us to distinguish two 
differences in characteristic descriptions, i.e., inter-difference 
and intra-difference.

Inter difference • 
The difference in characteristic description among news 
agencies by a comparison of vertical axis. 

Intra difference • 
The change in the characteristic description of one news 
agency over time by a comparison of the cross axis.

Figure 2, which is the screen shot of our prototype system, 
shows an example of our presentation method. 

3. Experiments 

In this section, we carried out experiments to evaluate our 
method’s effectiveness. 

In experiment I, we evaluated how unique the charac teristic 
descriptions are. Then, we estimated the degree to which the 
extracted descriptions express the style of news agencies in 
experiment II. In experiment III, we analyze the characteristic 
descriptions subjectively. Finally, we com pared proposed 
method with other ones in experiment IV. 

3.1 Experimental environment 
We built a database using 570,000 articles published by three 
major Japanese newspaper agencies (Asahi, Yomiuri, and 
Mainichi) and stored articles in it using schema that show 
information such as the name of the news agency, the date, 
the news category, the title, and the news content. We made 
an inverted file to enable us to search for articles in which a 
person appears on a given date. 

Once the name of an entity is given by a user, the system searches 
the database for articles in which that entity name appears. It then 
clusters the articles into time periods for further analysis. 

We used Syncha[8] to analyze the Japanese morphology and 
extract the SVO structure. 

We carried out experiments using the articles in the database 
to evaluate our method’s effectiveness, focusing on certain 
persons and selected topics about him/her to track changes 
in descriptions. 

As one example of selecting a person and topics related to him/
her, we selected Shinzo Abe and the following topics related to 
him (in Japanese): “Matsuoka2

 
”, “Kyuma3 ”, “Saninsen4

 
”, “Abe’s 

trip abroad”, and “Abe’s resignation”. 

The time period for a topic was one week from the day an ar-
ticle about the topic was first published. We obtained articles 
during each topic and extracted the characteristic descriptions 
for those topics. 

3.2 Experimental Results 

3.2.1 Experiment I: Coverage Evaluation 
To determine whether we could extract a unique description 
of each agency, we estimated how unique the extracted de-
scriptions were by using the description coverage described 
below. The description coverage of entity e in pattern x is 
computed as follows. 

Table 1. Description coverage of each topic
SV SO OV OS SVO OSV

Matsuoka 0 0 0 0 0 0
Kyuma 0.14 0.14 0 0 0.14 0

Saninsen 0.31 0.23 0.14 0 0.14 0
Abe’s trip abroad 0 0 0.22 0 0 0
Abe’s resignation 0.78 0.38 0.14 0 0.38 0

related to him (in Japanese):“Matsuoka2”,“Kyuma3”,
“Saninsen4”,“Abe’s trip abroad”, and“Abe’s resignation
”.

The time period for a topic was one week from the day
an article about the topic was first published. We obtained
articles during each topic and extracted the characteristic
descriptions for those topics.

3.2 Experimental Results

3.2.1 Experiment I: Coverage Evaluation

To determine whether we could extract a unique description
of each agency, we estimated how unique the extracted de-
scriptions were by using the description coverage described
below. The description coverage of entity e in pattern x is
computed as follows.

cov(e, x) =
1

n
×

n�
k=1

|ck(e, x)|
|Dk(e, x)|

(4)

where n is the number of articles in a topic or period (in this
experiment, n is the number of articles in a week), Dk(e, x)
is the set of characteristic descriptions of all agencies of en-
tity e in pattern x in cluster k, and ck(e.x) is the overlapped
descriptions among them. If the description coverage is low,
descriptions of each agency overlap less, and we can say
that unique descriptions are extracted.

The description coverage of each agency is shown in Ta-
ble 1.

As shown in Table 1, the average of description coverage
is 0 for the topic“Matsuoka”. The agencies’ characteristic
descriptions do not overlap, meaning that each news agency
reported news about Matsuoka in their own unique manner.
The average is less than 0.1 for the topics“ Kyuma”and
“Abe’s trip abroad”. But the average is high for the topics
“ Saninsen”and“ Abe’s resignation”. This is because
news agencies do not always report news events in their own
unique manner and thus with regard to some topics their
descriptions are comparable.

8The case of Toshikatsu Matsuoka
9The case of Fumio Kyuma

10Upper House election

Table 2. Extractive precision of each topic
Matsuoka SV SO OV OS SVO OSV

Asahi Shinbun 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.8 0.6 1
Yomiuri Shinbun 0 0.2 0.67 0.67 0.4 0.67
Mainichi Shinbun 0.2 0.6 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.2

Kyuma
Asahi Shinbun 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6

Yomiuri Shinbun 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0 0.4
Mainichi Shinbun 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.8

Saninsen
Asahi Shinbun 0.6 0 0.4 0.6 0.6 1

Yomiuri Shinbun 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.4 0.6 1
Mainichi Shinbun 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.8
Abe’s trip abroad

Asahi Shinbun 0.4 0 0.75 0.5 0.6 0.4
Yomiuri Shinbun 0.2 0.2 0 0 0.6 0
Mainichi Shinbun 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.8
Abe’s resignation

Asahi Shinbun 0 0.2 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.6
Yomiuri Shinbun 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.4 0.6
Mainichi Shinbun 0 0.2 0.2 0.8 0.4 0.8

average 0.25 0.27 0.37 0.49 0.48 0.64

3.2.2 Experiment II: Accuracy Evaluation

To estimate the degree to which the extracted descriptions
express the style of news agencies, we calculated the extrac-
tive precision. The extractive precision of entity e in topic t
in pattern x is computed as follows.

pre(N, t, e, x) =
|Ds(N, t, e, x) ∩Du(N, t, e, x)|

|Ds(N, t, e, x)|
(5)

where Ds(N, t, e, x) is the set of the characteristic descrip-
tions that the system outputs and Du(N, t, e, x) is the set of
the descriptions that we judged to be those that express the
features or characteristics of news agencies.

As shown in Table 2, the average precision ratios vary;
they are higher in the OSV and OS patterns, but lower in
the SV and OV ones. This is because proper nouns such as
entity names, which represent the features of a news agency,
tend to appear in the OSV and OS patterns, while general
verbs, which do not represent news agency features, tend
to appear in the SV and OV patterns. We will discuss this
tendency in detail in our future work.

3.2.3 Experiment III: Subjective Analysis

We analyzed differences in descriptions of each agency for
the topics given below:

• Matsuoka: The Asahi Shinbun reported Abe’s efforts
to protect Matsuoka in [“ Abe protects Matsuoka”],

 (4) 
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As shown in Table 1, the average of description coverage is 0 
for the topic“ Matsuoka ”. The agencies’ characteristic descrip-
tions do not overlap, meaning that each news agency reported 
news about Matsuoka in their own unique manner. The average 
is less than 0.1 for the topics “Kyuma” and “Abe’s trip abroad”. 
But the average is high for the topics “ Saninsen ” and “Abe’s 
resignation”. This is because news agencies do not always 
report news events in their own unique manner and thus with 
regard to some topics their descriptions are comparable. 

3.2.2 Experiment II: Accuracy Evaluation 
To estimate the degree to which the extracted descriptions 
express the style of news agencies, we calculated the extrac-
tive precision. The extractive precision of entity e in topic t in 
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Table 2. Extractive precision of each topic
Matsuoka SV SO OV OS SVO OSV

Asahi Shinbun 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.8 0.6 1
Yomiuri Shinbun 0 0.2 0.67 0.67 0.4 0.67
Mainichi Shinbun 0.2 0.6 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.2

Kyuma
Asahi Shinbun 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6

Yomiuri Shinbun 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0 0.4
Mainichi Shinbun 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.8

Saninsen
Asahi Shinbun 0.6 0 0.4 0.6 0.6 1

Yomiuri Shinbun 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.4 0.6 1
Mainichi Shinbun 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.8
Abe’s trip abroad

Asahi Shinbun 0.4 0 0.75 0.5 0.6 0.4
Yomiuri Shinbun 0.2 0.2 0 0 0.6 0
Mainichi Shinbun 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.8
Abe’s resignation

Asahi Shinbun 0 0.2 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.6
Yomiuri Shinbun 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.4 0.6
Mainichi Shinbun 0 0.2 0.2 0.8 0.4 0.8

average 0.25 0.27 0.37 0.49 0.48 0.64

3.2.2 Experiment II: Accuracy Evaluation

To estimate the degree to which the extracted descriptions
express the style of news agencies, we calculated the extrac-
tive precision. The extractive precision of entity e in topic t
in pattern x is computed as follows.

pre(N, t, e, x) =
|Ds(N, t, e, x) ∩Du(N, t, e, x)|

|Ds(N, t, e, x)|
(5)

where Ds(N, t, e, x) is the set of the characteristic descrip-
tions that the system outputs and Du(N, t, e, x) is the set of
the descriptions that we judged to be those that express the
features or characteristics of news agencies.

As shown in Table 2, the average precision ratios vary;
they are higher in the OSV and OS patterns, but lower in
the SV and OV ones. This is because proper nouns such as
entity names, which represent the features of a news agency,
tend to appear in the OSV and OS patterns, while general
verbs, which do not represent news agency features, tend
to appear in the SV and OV patterns. We will discuss this
tendency in detail in our future work.

3.2.3 Experiment III: Subjective Analysis

We analyzed differences in descriptions of each agency for
the topics given below:

• Matsuoka: The Asahi Shinbun reported Abe’s efforts
to protect Matsuoka in [“ Abe protects Matsuoka”],

 (5)

where Ds(N, t, e, x) is the set of the characteristic descrip tions 
that the system outputs and Du(N, t, e, x) is the set of the de-
scriptions that we judged to be those that express the features 
or characteristics of news agencies. 

As shown in Table 2, the average precision ratios vary; they 
are higher in the OSV and OS patterns, but lower in the SV 
and OV ones. This is because proper nouns such as entity 
names, which represent the features of a news agency, tend 
to appear in the OSV and OS patterns, while general verbs, 
which do not represent news agency features, tend to appear 
in the SV and OV patterns. We will discuss this tendency in 
detail in our future work. 

Matsuoka SV SO OV OS SVO OSV 

Asahi Shinbun 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.8 0.6 1 

Yomiuri Shinbun 0 0.2 0.67 0.67 0.4 0.67 

Mainichi Shinbun 0.2 0.6 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.2 

Kyuma 

Asahi Shinbun 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 

Yomiuri Shinbun 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0 0.4 

Mainichi Shinbun 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.8 

Saninsen 

Asahi Shinbun 0.6 0 0.4 0.6 0.6 1 

Yomiuri Shinbun 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.4 0.6 1 

Mainichi Shinbun 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.8 

Abe’s trip abroad 

Asahi Shinbun 0.4 0 0.75 0.5 0.6 0.4 

Yomiuri Shinbun 0.2 0.2 0 0 0.6 0 

Mainichi Shinbun 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.8 

Abe’s resignation 

Asahi Shinbun 0 0.2 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.6 

Yomiuri Shinbun 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.4 0.6 

Mainichi Shinbun 0 0.2 0.2 0.8 0.4 0.8 

Average 0.25 0.27 0.37 0.49 0.48 0.64 

Table 2. Extractive precision of each topic 

3.2.3 Experiment III: Subjective Analysis 
We analyzed differences in descriptions of each agency for the 
topics given below: 

Matsuoka: The Asahi Shinbun reported Abe’s efforts to protect • 
Matsuoka in [ “ Abe protects Matsuoka ” ], the Yomiuri Shinbun 
described Abe in a negative light in [“ Kato criticizes Abe ”], 
and the Mainichi Shinbun focused on an emotive aspect in 
[“ Abe bites his lip ”]. 

Kyuma: The Asahi Shinbun described how Abe lost public • 
support in [“ Will of the people leaves Abe ”], the Yomiuri 
Shinbun described Abe in a positive light in [“Takamura sup-
ports Abe”], and the Mainichi Shin-bun once again focused 
on an emotive aspect. 

Saninsen: The Asahi Shinbun presented Abe in a neg ative • 
light in [“Abe has the cause”], the Yomiuri Shin-bun attached a 
positive description to the Minshuto (i.e., the Democratic Party 
of Japan) in [“ Minshuto runs Abe down ”], and the Mainichi 
Shinbun focused on a characteristic person and organization 
in [“ Koike Abe ”] and [“ Komeito (a political party) Abe ”]. 

Abe’s trip abroad: The Asahi Shinbun was again gen erally • 
negative to Abe in [“ Abe has the cause ”], the Yomiuri Shin-
bun reported his religious views in [“Abe worships ”], and 
the Mainichi Shinbun described Abe positively in [“ Abe’s 
approval rating high ”]. 

Abe’s resignation: The Asahi Shinbun focused on re ports • 
about Abe in the U.K. in [“ British newspapers report Abe’s 
resignation], the Yomiuri Shinbun de scribed the event 
specifically in [“ Abe steps down ”], and the Mainichi Shinbun 
reported Abe-related events in North Korea in [“ North Korea 
curses Abe ”] 

These examples illustrate the differences in how each of the 
agencies reported these topics. 

3.2.4 Experiment IV: Comparison experiments 
In this section, we will show the advantages of our method by 
comparing with other methods. We compared our one with 
two methods that compute co-occurrence of words at different 
level. One is a sentence-based method using co occurrence 
of words in a sentence. The other is an article-based method 
using co-occurrence of words in an article. Detailed method is 
described below. 

1. sentence-based method (short for S-Method) 
First, we extract words occurred with the given entity per 
sentence. Then, we define a pair of such word and the entity 
as a description of that entity instead of ”SVO tuple”. Finally, 
we extract characteristic de scriptions of the entity using our 
feature score formula. 

2. article-based method (short for A-Method) 
First, we extract words occurred with the given entity per 
article. Then, we define a pair of such word and the entity 
as a description of that entity instead of ”SVO tuple”. Finally, 
we extract characteristic descriptions of the entity using our 
feature score formula. 

For the comparison, we chose the same person, Abe, and 
topics related to him as the experimental data. We cal culated 
the description coverage and the extractive preci sion of the 
characteristic descriptions extracted from each method. 

As shown in Table 3, the description coverages of S-and A-
Methods are higher than proposed method. This is be cause that 
the same descriptions, such as “Abe-executive”, are extracted 
by S-and A-Methods. 
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S-Method A-Method 
Matsuoka 0.6 0.67 
Kyuma 0.73 0.6 

Saninsen 0.53 0.6 
Abe's trip abroad 0.47 0.4 
Abe's resignation 0.4 0.53 

Table 3. Description coverage of each topic in comparison 
experiments

Matsuoka S-Method A-Method 

Asahi Shinbun 0 0 

Yomiuri Shinbun 0 0 

Mainichi Shinbun 0 0 

Kyuma 

Asahi Shinbun 0 0 

Yomiuri Shinbun 0 0.2 

Mainichi Shinbun 0 0 

Saninsen 

Asahi Shinbun 0 0 

Yomiuri Shinbun 0 0 

Mainichi Shinbun 0 0 

Abe’s trip abroad 

Asahi Shinbun 0 0 

Yomiuri Shinbun 0 0.2 

Mainichi Shinbun 0 0 

Abe’s resignation 

Asahi Shinbun 0 0 

Yomiuri Shinbun 0.2 0.2 

Mainichi Shinbun 0 0 

average 0.013 0.04 

Table 4. Extractive precision of each topic in comparison 
experiments 

Notably, the extractive precisions are almost 0 as shown in 
Table 4. This is because meaningless descriptions, such as“ 
Abe-represents ”, are extracted from each news agen cies 
by using co-occurrence of words. Here we can indicate that 
considering role of words is important for detecting the charac-
teristics of news agencies. In this respect, our method using“ 
SVO tuple ”is superior to other methods using co occurrence 
of words. 

3.3 Discussion 
We can ascertain the relationships among topics, per sons, and 
organizations. These involve several problems, however, and 
we will discuss them below. 

In newspaper headlines, many basically meaningless de-• 
scriptions such as“Abe appreciates Abe”and“Abe likes his 
hometown ”are extracted in our system. This is because SVO 
tuples are not precisely extracted in previous systems. Thus, 
we need to find a way that will enable our method to analyze 
sentences more pre cisely. 

In our feature calculation technique, descriptions hav ing • 
similar meanings, such as“ Abe’s responsibility ” and“Abe 
has responsibility”, are ranked highly. Thus, we need to 
consider the inclusion of relations between the SVO tuple 
patterns. 

4. Related work 

The major results we have obtained from recent studies have 
been to show that there is bias and diversity in news contents. 
Many such studies have been conducted on this topic and we 
give some of them below. 

Localsavvy[4] is a system that presents news articles as report-
ed by local news sources. It extracts news event stake holders by 
analyzing the proper nouns given in news articles and gathers 
articles from local sources associated with the stakeholders. The 
articles are then presented to users to help them understand 
the different local opinions of news events. 

NewsCube[7] presents multiple classified viewpoints (as-
pects) of news events. It extracts the viewpoints ex pressed 
in articles based on keyword selection and weight calculation 
considering the number of keyword occurrences and the oc-
currence locations. It then searches the aspect el ements by 
recognizing significant keywords and extracts the aspects 
of articles. 

Comparative Web Browser (CWB)[6] allows users to con-
currently browse and compare different news articles on 
the same subject. For comparison purposes, it identifies 
re lated contents from diverse information sources based on 
a topic structure consisting of the topic and content terms 
related to it. 

TVBanc[5] is a tool to present bias and diversity in news 
contents by comparing topics and viewpoints presented in dif-
ferent articles. It extracts topics and viewpoints based on the 
structure of news articles: topics are represented by the whole 
text while viewpoints are often described in the concluding part 
of a news article. 

Sentiment map[3] stresses the emotional impact of news stories 
on readers. It calculates the emotional impact of key words in 
news content. 

Aoki et al[1] propose a novel method of extracting author inten-
tions based on the uniqueness of parts in related news contents. 
This work focuses on paragraphs having unique ness that is 
above a given threshold. 

Xu et al[10] propose a stakeholder model to compare multimedia 
news. In their model, the descriptions of a cer tain entity (i.e., 
a person) are classified into objective, sub jective, and rela-
tionship descriptions. Comparing these de scriptions makes it 
possible to ascertain differences in the reporting of multimedia 
news items. 

These studies deal with the bias and diversity of news con-
tents; however, they do not address the issue of ascer taining 
the features of different news stories over a long time span. In 
contrast, our purpose is to mitigate the bias that appears as a 
result of the distinct way that news agen cies report the same 
news story. 

5. Conclusion 

We propose a way of extracting news agencies’ char-
acteristic descriptions of news stories. Using SVO tuples 
to extract characteristic descriptions of certain entities, we 
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used local and global features to measure the degree to 
which certain news agencies’ descriptions differ from those 
of others. We also propose the use of a presentation method 
to compare descriptions of a news agency chronologically. 
Experimental results show that our method can be used to 
elucidate the different styles and temporal changes used 
by different news agencies. Nowadays, anti-bias activities, 
such as Anti-Bias News Tube[9], are got much attention in 
many countries. So mitigating bias in news is very impor-
tant and our method will help people to train their fair 
view points. 

In the future, we plan to carry out further experiments that will 
include the names of many entities and use the ex periments 
to ascertain our method’s effectiveness. We also plan to 
study more effective and visual presentation meth ods and 
inform users as to just how well our method will help them 
to ascertain the features of news agencies. In ad dition, we 
intend to thoroughly study opinion mining and sentiment 
analysis technologies with a view toward further enhancing 
our method’s effectiveness. 
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